
Whether you are involved in executive protection, campus safety, or manage 

teams of mobile "lone workers", a fundamental requirement exists to keep 

track of people and to ensure their safety as they go about their day. 

BlueforceBEACON is a highly secure software-based emergency notification 

system that provides a safety net. The product delivers location services, se-

cure text communications (1:1 and/or mass broadcast), checkin/checkout, 

covert emergency camera triggering, “listen live” capability, and provides situ-

ational awareness of end-user movement and position to include rapid decel-

eration using Blueforce’s patented location and sensor fusion platform, Built 

for the enterprise, BlueforceBEACON endpoints can be monitored in your op-

erations center and/or autonomously monitored where no personnel are re-

quired.  SOS and panic notifications are sent using email, SMS, and the product 

can be extended to support the transmission of SOS’s to third party monitoring 

providers.  When BlueforceBEACON is used with Blueforce Web Command 

Center (WEBCC), users can be monitored by dispatchers in real-time on the 

WEBCC map with visual and audible alerts when a user triggers an SOS event. 

Because everyone deserves executive protectionTM 
USE CASES 

• Visiting social workers 

• Visiting nurses 

• Delivery personnel 

• Logistics 

• Utility workers 

• Lone oil & gas workers 

• Executive protection 



Real-Time Location Panic Signaling Listen Live 

Secure Encrypted Messaging Camera Autofire 

Latitude/longitude, sent to 

one or more BlueforceCOM-

MAND or BlueforceEDGE 

endpoints at user defined 

intervals (default = 30 sec-

onds).  

Overt, or covert: A simple 

swipe on the user interface or 

pulling the headphone jack out 

of the smartphone puts 

BlueforceBEACON into a panic 

state.  

When used with Blueforce 

Command Center, emergen-

cy staff may “listen live” to 

the endpoint in panic/SOS via 

a secure and full chain of cus-

tody audio stream. 

End user access controls al-

lows control over who has 

access to their location infor-

mation.  All information 

transmitted using military-

grade encryption.  

BlueforceBEACON users may 

exchange secure 1:1 text chat 

with one or more of the sub-

scribed endpoints to send and 

receive emergency information 

and instructions. 

BlueforceBEACON can be 

configured to send photos at 

a periodic interval from front 

and rear cameras and have 

the images sent to designat-

ed monitoring services.  

To learn more and request a demo visit: 

www.blueforcedev.com 


